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After being dumped two weeks before his wedding, civil engineer Ryan Wright’s not interested in love.
Been there, done that, had the wedding deposits to prove it. Still, he can’t help lusting after the fiery
redheaded executive assistant who’s stirring up feelings that aren’t exactly appropriate for the office.

Sarah Leonard is determined to make the CEO fall in love with her. To execute her plan, she’s going to need
a little help in the form of her lunch buddy, the 6’2” office hottie who just so happens to be their boss’s best
friend. Who better to tell Sarah everything she needs to know to win the other man’s heart?

Ryan agrees to help Sarah put her plan in motion, but he has no intention of helping her win anything. In
fact, it’s time to show his office crush that he’s the guy she should be falling for...
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From Reader Review Falling for Mr. Wright for online ebook

Danielle from Short and Sassy says

4 stars!

I liked this friends to lovers book! Ryan has been secretly crushing on his coworker, Sarah for a while. Too
bad Sarah has been crushing on Ryan's best friend and boss. Sarah comes to Ryan looking for helot win over
he is friend. Can Ryan help Sarah with his best friend or keep her to himself?

After a spending time together as friends, Ryan and Sarah end up kissing, which seems to change the way
Sarah sees Ryan. Hoping for something more, Ryan is weary on making anything more out of it. He knows
she has had a thing for his friend, but still wants her for himself.

I thought this was a sweet story. I love friends to lovers books. This was a good one!

Elaine says

When you've sworn to no longer be interested in love or a relationship after being dumped two weeks before
you were due to marry, then the lady that could change your mind professes her love for your best friend and
asks you to help her win his love - what a dilemma!

This is a lovely story, packed with humour, about both of these learning to recognise and acknowledge the
attraction and love between them. All the characters are superbly portrayed and easy to empathise with,
making this a real page turner that I thoroughly enjoyed escaping into. There are plenty of twists and turns to
keep the reader enthralled and I can't wait to read more from this author in future!

I definitely fell in love with Mr Wright when I read this brilliant novel and I have no hesitation in highly
recommending it to anyone who enjoys reading well crafted, humorous romances. It is a great story to put a
smile on your face and keep you grinning from start to finish.

I requested and received a copy of this novel, via NetGalley. This is my honest review after choosing to read
it.

Bette Hansen says

I really loved this one! These characters were so much fun and the story was fresh and fun as well. The book
is very well written and I consumed it in one sitting. Just didn't want to put it down!

Sarah Leonard is certain she knows exactly what she wants and that's the CEO of the company she works
for. She's willing to do anything to get him to notice her as more than his personal assistant. She also knows
the perfect person to help her. Her buddy and the CEO's best friend Ryan Wright. While Ryan agrees to help
her he really plans on showing her who the "Wright" man for her really is.



Definitely a book I recommend to everyone.

Love V says

OMG! I absolutly LOVED this book!!! I was just on the edge of my seat waiting for Sarah and Ryan to
figure out their emotions and feelings. Both always have fun with the other and with a little flirting thrown
in. It makes it so much better! This book was super cute and I am excited to read more from this author.
Thanks NetGalley <3

Dísir says

Crippled by the fact that his ex-fiancée left him for another man years ago, Ryan Wright simply decided that
this experience should define his entire dating life: anti-relationship and anti-commitment now rule his
dating life, though it’s an office colleague who has the hots for his best friend finally gets under his skin. But
this same woman has a never-ending crush on his best-friend and boss, and her recruitment of Ryan to get an
‘in’ with Logan twists him inside out. Torn between steadfastly holding that bachelor card and wanting Sarah
Leonard, Ryan’s plotting takes on a desperate edge when things between his best friend and the woman he
wants suddenly move forward in a way that he doesn’t need it to.

Despite the blurb, this isn’t quite a love triangle, which I’m utterly thankful for. And if I was initially wary of
2 men competing for a woman’s affection and another losing out along the way, well, there isn’t too much of
that actually, because the third party isn’t even in the running for it.

‘Falling for Mr. Wright’ is in fact, a light-hearted, holiday-themed romance and somewhat low on the angst,
if that’s the sort of easy read you’re looking for. It definitely has all the rom-com vibes along with all the
seasonal feel-goods, though it could be somewhat cookie-cutter in its characters and predictability.

But there was where the problems began for me. It was fun at first to see the commitment-phobe guy being
given a taste of his own medicine (the pining woman typically takes this role in many books) though it was
harder to root for Ryan who seemed to be the perpetrator for the confusion and the messy emotions. His
complete lack of communication, his inability to decide whether he wanted Sarah or the anti-commitment
banner he’d been flying all along, and the heap of denial he had somehow fashioned him into the TSTL
heroine that I usually take issue with.

Not only was he completely mute about his feelings, he’d adamantly sent out mixed signals to Sarah about
not wanting commitment, so I couldn’t blame the latter at all for wanting to protect her heart when he acted
like a wishy-washy, undecided fool. This was also where the story seemed to fall into a own trap of its own
making: that Ryan finally admitted he’d loved Sarah at first sight in retrospect, then dated other women
casually over that time while having the hots for her and not doing a thing about it simply didn’t push him up
any higher in my esteem of him.

Sarah, on the other hand, seemed to switch the object of her affections so easily, just as she didn’t seem to
question Ryan’s sudden own switch in wanting to give her his heart after all: did that mean the months-long
crush on Logan simply disappeared or was that transferred to Ryan?



I think ‘Falling for Mr. Wright’ left me with more questions than answers that weren’t satisfactorily
addressed, despite the festive cheer and the love-is-in-the-air kind of feels that the story wanted to create. So
while it was a sweet and easy read, I wasn’t entirely able to believe the development of this pairing—cute as
the circumstances could have been in bringing them together—not when both characters hadn’t convincingly
shown that all they really wanted were each other.

*ARC by the publisher via Netgalley

Suze Lavender says

Sarah has a plan. She wants the CEO of the company she works for to notice her, so she can date him. He
isn't very approachable and she needs help, so she can find out exactly what he likes. That's why she asks her
handsome colleague and good friend Ryan for advice. Ryan is the CEO's best mate and they've known each
other since they were children, so he can certainly give her useful advice. However, does Ryan actually want
to help Sarah to start dating another man or would he like to keep her for himself?

Christmas is around the corner and everyone is excited about their Secret Santa. Sarah is organizing this
event for the company and for some it's the perfect occasion to express their feelings. Who is the person who
has to buy Sarah something and what does the gift say about his intentions? Will Sarah's wishes come true
and will she get exactly what she wants for Christmas?

Falling for Mr. Wright is a fantastic romantic story. Sarah is smart, capable and sweet. She is ideal girlfriend
material. I could easily understand why Ryan would like her. Ryan is a kindhearted man and they have a lot
in common. There are also plenty of sparks between them, but he has commitment issues because his heart
was broken in the past. I couldn't turn the pages quickly enough to find out if he'd be willing to give love
another chance or if he'd help the lovely Sarah to start dating his best friend.

I love stories about true love and Robyn Neeley has definitely written a good one. Falling for Mr. Wright has
a wonderful festive atmosphere and it was easy to fall for the story. It's cute, fun and charming. Robyn
Neeley's writing has a nice fast pace and her descriptions of her main characters kept making me smile. I
loved Falling for Mr. Wright, it's an amazing holiday read filled with sparkles and Christmas magic.

Dianne says

All Sarah had to do was turn around and open her eyes, but her “love” blinders could only see Logan, the
handsome CEO of the firm she worked for. Christmas is right around the corner and she is determined to
make Logan notice her. Who better to enlist to help her than Logan’s lifelong best friend and her lunch
buddy, the easy-to-talk –to, easy-to-look-at, Ryan, the guy who is pretty perfect himself, but is completely
anti-relationship when it comes to himself.

Yep, this Christmas and every Christmas, she wants to find herself under the Mistletoe with Logan and Ryan
is going to give her an arsenal of tips to make it so. Okay, so that is what he said, but it isn’t what his heart
wants…NOT that he wants a relationship with the beautiful Sarah, because he doesn’t do the “L” word
anymore. Period. So, why does helping Sarah win Logan bother him so much? It isn’t like he has any
feelings for her other than friendship, right???? RIGHT??



Robyn Neeley’s FALLING FOR MR. WRIGHT is THAT holiday read! Two insecure people, both clearly
blinded to the reality their hearts know, neither quite able to admit there’s an elephant in the room with their
initials carved in a heart…Sweet, funny, frustrating, the perfect Holiday Magic Romance! Ms. Neeley had
me just loving this light and airy tale of two reasonably intelligent people, each with their side of the story!
Oh, and a passion for my favorite candy…

I am voluntarily reviewing an ARC edition from Entangled Publishing/ Lovestruck!

Series: Bachelors in Suits - Book 1
Publication Date: December 4, 2017
Publisher: Entangled - Lovestruck
Genre: Contemporary Romantic Comedy - Holiday
For Reviews & More: http://tometender.blogspot.com

Julie says

A nice friends to lovers romance. Ryan's been friends with Sarah for a while now, they're work buddies and
they're great together, what's not great is Ryan has a secret crush on Sarah, but she has been drooling over
Ryan's best friend Logan who's her boss. Darn.
The kicker is, she asks him to help her win a date with Logan....sucks to be Ryan! But wait a minute, if they
spend more time together, maybe she'll see Ryan differently and he can ask her out. Bonus!!! Not that easy
though, as Ryan is soon to find out.

An entertaining story set at Christmas time which was a nice touch.
It was fun to see how Ryan stumbled his way through, trying not to show Sarah how deep his feelings really
were and hating every minute he had to help with her date.
A great, fun read, I loved it!

Kim Reads (Read Your Writes Book Reviews) says

It’s been awhile since I’ve read a Robyn Neeley book. But I can tell you that she always makes me smile and
fall for her heroes. Falling for Mr. Wright was no different. This is a friends-to-lovers, office, and Christmas
romance all rolled into one. To me, there’s just something special about Christmas and romance. Robyn has
combined the two to make a truly special story. (Read: the grand gesture is going to have you smiling and
sighing.)

From the beginning, Falling for Mr. Wright had me smiling and laughing. Sarah Leonard is the executive
assistant to Logan Scott, the CEO of NPH Designs. Ryan Wright is a civil engineer at NPH, Logan’s best
friend since childhood and Sarah’s office/lunch buddy.

Sarah is ready for a committed relationship. While Ryan would be the obvious choice, she knows he doesn’t
do relationships. Office gossip is that Logan is ready and looking to settle down. Sarah knows that she’s the
right woman for him. Even though she’s Logan’s assistant, she doesn’t know anything about him personally.
She needs an in and figures his best friend can give her all the dirt.



Ryan has had a mini-crush on Sarah since the day she started. After getting royally burned, he doesn’t do
relationships. In order to keep the object of his affection near, he’s placed Sarah in the friendzone, having
lunch with her daily at work and supplying her with an endless supply of his sister’s desserts. But things
change when Sarah marches into his office and says, “I need you to help make Logan fall in love with me.”
Ryan is shocked to say the least and agrees, but he has no intention of actually helping Sarah. He plans on
using the time they have together to get her to fall in love with him.

Sometimes the love you've been looking for has always been right in front of you. And this Christmas, a
Secret Santa gift exchange and a couple who have been together for decades are finally going to bring Ryan
and Sarah together. Falling for Mr. Wright is a wonderful holiday read.

**Received a copy of the book from the publisher and voluntarily reviewed.**

Katrina Berry says

Falling for Mr. Wright by Robyn Neeley is Book 1 in the Bachelors in Suits Series.

This was a fun friends-to-lovers/office romance contemporary read that hit the right spot. Neeley did a
wonderful job with this first book in a brand new series. WTG!

An ARC was generously provided in exchange for an honest review of which this is both honest and
completely voluntary.

Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews says

In Falling For Mr. Wright the heroine enlists the help of her best friend (and for lack of a better phrase work
husband) to help her land his best friend, her boss, and the CEO of the company they work for and in doing
so begins to realize every single wonderful think about her friend causing her quite the conundrum. This was
a wonderfully sweet holiday story of two people finding one another when they least expect it.

Sarah Leonard is on a mission to win the heart of her boss by Christmas and enlists the aid of her friend and
her boss’s best friend, Ryan Wright who secretly is interested in Sarah but has stayed away since he knows
she’s a forever kind of girl and he is not interested in a relationship. I’ll admit there were so many times in
this book I was screaming at Ryan to just admit he wanted her to just shut up and kiss her because I could
feel how much helping her with her mission to get Logan was killing him. Sarah was a bit crazy and a tad
clueless, but I admire the fact she was ready to have a relationship and was willing to go after the man she
wanted even if over time her idea of the perfect man changed.

Each moment they spent together, each little piece of their lives they unveiled to one another had them
feeling much more than either one was willing to admit. It was fun watching them fall in love and the bit of
help they got from Logan when he realized something was building between them as well as some other
special friends.

A bit of holiday magic and some good old fashioned wooing made Falling For Mr. Wright a sweet holiday



story.

Daco Daco says

Delightful! FALLING FOR MR. WRIGHT by Robyn Neeley is absolutely delightful!! This is the first book
by Neely that I've read, and I wasn't disappointed. Neeley immediately pulls the reader into this charming
love story. I usually read thrillers and romantic suspense, so I haven't spent much time with contemporary
romance. I've scanned the other reviews and agree with all the well-deserved accolades. I will say that
Neeley creates life-like characters, writes with ease and spunk, and keeps the reader turning pages. We all
know how HEA stories end, but how they're served up--malted milk balls or not--keeps us hungry for more.
Neeley delivers a sweet treat. I'll definitely look for more works by this author. Thanks for the fun Christmas
read.

Keep Calm Novel On says

NetGalley provided a copy of the Advance Reader Copy (ARC) in exchange for an honest review.

Robyn Neeley’s Contemporary Romance, Falling for Mr. Wright is an entertaining novel where the female
protagonist is determined to get her man—Sarah Leonard is smart, funny and driven to succeed. She is
pining after her C.E.O. boss. Her coworker and lunch buddy friend Ryan Wright has been enlisted to help
Sarah with her plan to catch her C.E.O. The chemistry between Sarah and Ryan appears to be unstoppable
but they both have issues that block their true feelings.

The short chapters move the story along quickly and the author draws the reader into their world. The
characters are well developed with strong and identifiable personalities and voices. Sarah and Ryan’s
personal journey is a delightful page-turner. This well-written book is character driven and filled with
humour and pure emotion. The secondary characters add insight to this read as well. The title is perfect as
well. Readers will be hooked instantly with this original read.

Pelusa Rivera says

This book is super cute. We have a friends to lovers book. We meet Ryan who has a crush on his best friend
Sarah, and she asked him to help her get a date with her crush who happens to be Ryan's friend Logan and
Sarah's boss. Ryan helps, hating it the whole time but atleast he is spending time with her. He wants more,
but how much more he is still wary do to bad experience..What happens? Does she end up with Ryan or
Logan? Well my friends you need to read, you will like it..Enjoy!

Book Gannet says

3.5 stars.



This was cute, easy, friends-to-lovers fun with plenty of festive feels and the kind of plot line fans of this
genre will be familiar with. This time around, though, it’s the commitment-phobic guy who is secretly pining
for the girl, when she’s already given him up as a lost cause and moved onto plotting the romantic capture of
his best friend.

It’s fun and it’s light and if you don’t think too deeply about it, then it’s plenty of fun. If you’re looking for a
fluffy read, then this will give you that.

However, if you do stop to think about it, then it does kind of unravel a little. Mostly because of Ryan. He’s
a nice guy who is protective of those he loves and has worked hard to be where he is. Yes, he had a bad
romantic experience thanks to his fickle ex-fiancé, but that was years ago and every single problem with his
relationship with Sarah can be laid firmly at his door and his lack of communication. He tells her repeatedly
he doesn’t want a relationship and has no interest in anything long term, yet remains silent about his feelings
while also wishing she’d pick him.

Why would she? He gives her zero encouragement and constant mixed signals and is just an all around pain
to deal with when it comes to romance. Yes, it does all lead to a cute realisation moment and an adorable
declaration, but it also follows a whole lot of unnecessary nonsense. Admittedly, without it there would have
been no story, because these two are great together and Sarah’s feelings for the other guy have the depth of a
teaspoon, but still, a little more conversation might have been nice.

So on the whole it is sweet and funny with lots of festive cheer. I just wish the hero hadn’t been so frustrating
and the heroine not shown to be slightly mercenary with her fickle feelings towards her boss. But if you can
ignore that and just focus on the cute bits, then you’ll probably find plenty to enjoy with this one.

(ARC provided by the publisher via NetGalley.)


